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STABLE ALMOST COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON CERTAIN
10-MANIFOLDS
HUIJUN YANG
Abstract. Let M be a 10-dimensional closed oriented smooth manifold with
H1(M;Z) = 0 and no 2-torsions in H2(M;Z). Then the necessary and sufficient
conditions for M to admit a stable almost complex structure are determined in
terms of the characteristic classes and cohomology ring of M
1. Introduction
First we introduce some notations. For a topological space X, let K˜(X) (resp.
K˜O(X)) be the reduced KU-group (resp. reduced KO-group) of X, which is the
set of stable equivalent classes of complex (resp. real) vector bundles over X. For
a real (resp. complex) vector bunlde ξ (resp. η), we will denote by ξ˜ ∈ K˜O(X)
(resp. η˜ ∈ K˜(X)) the stable class of ξ (resp. η), wi(ξ) (resp. pi(ξ)) the i-th
Stiefel-Whitney class (resp. Pontrjagin class) of ξ, ci(η) the i-th Chern class of
η, ch(η˜) the Chern character of η˜. In particular, if X is a smooth manifold, then
wi(X) = wi(TX) (resp. pi(X) = pi(TX)) is the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class (resp.
Pontrjagin class) of X, where TX is the tangent bundle of X.
Let rX : K˜(X) → K˜O(X) be the real reduction homomorphism. We say that
a real vector bundle ξ admits a stable complex structure over X if there exists
a complex vector bundle η over X such that rX(η˜) = ξ˜, that is ξ˜ ∈ Im rX. In
particular, let M be an n-dimensional closed oriented smooth manifold. We say
that M admits a stable almost complex structure if its tangent bundle TM admits
a stable complex structure.
It is a classical topic in geometry and topology to determine the necessary
and sufficient conditions (in terms of the characteristic classes) for M to admits a
stable almost complex structure (see for instance [16, 6, 10, 15, 8, 7, 13, 17] and
so on). These are only known in the case n ≤ 8 (cf. [16, 6, 8], etc.). Suppose that
n = 10. Then these conditions for M to admit a stable almost complex structure
are determined by Thomas in the case H1(M;Z/2) = 0 and w4(M) = 0 (cf. [15,
Theorem 1.6] ). Moreover, these conditions are got by Dessai [4, Theorems 1.2]
in the case H1(M;Z) = 0 and Hi(M;Z), i = 2, 3 has no 2-torsion.
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In this paper, from now on, M will always be a 10-dimensional closed ori-
ented smoothmanifold withH1(M;Z) = 0 and no 2-torsions inH2(M;Z). Denote
by
· · · → Hi(M : Z)
ρ2
−→ Hi(M;Z/2)
β
−→ Hi+1(M;Z) → · · ·(1.1)
the long exact Bockstein sequence associated to the coefficient sequence
0 → Z
×2
−→ Z→ Z/2 → 0,
where ρ2 and β are the mod 2 reduction and Bockstein homomorphism respec-
tively.
Since M has no 2-torsions in H2(M;Z), the same is true for H
3(M;Z) by the
universal coefficient theorem. Therefore, the Bockstein homomorphism β : H2(M;Z/2) →
H3(M;Z) is zero. Furthermore, the Bockstein sequence (1.1) implies that
Lemma 1.1. ρ2 : H
2(M;Z) → H2(M;Z/2) is surjective.
Hence M must be Spinc and we will fix an element c ∈ H2(M;Z) which
satisfying that ρ2c = w2(M) and set
D(M) , {x ∈ H2(M;Z) | x2+cx = 2zx+tx for some zx, tx ∈ H
4(M;Z) and tx is torsion}.
One may find that D(M) is a subgroup of H2(M;Z) and is not depend on the
choice of c.
Lemma 1.2. The annihilator of Sq2ρ2H
6(M;Z) with respect to the cup-product
is equal to ρ2(D(M)).
Proof. Denote by TH4(M;Z) the torsion subgroup ofH4(M;Z). Let y ∈ H2(M;Z/2).
Note that the secondWu class V2 ∈ H
2(M;Z) of M is just w2(M). Then it follows
from Cartan formula that for any z ∈ H6(M;Z),
y · Sq2ρ2(z) = 0 iff (w2(M) · y + y
2) · ρ2(z) = 0.
Since the annihilator of H6(M;Z) is equal to TH4(M;Z) (cf. [11, Lemma 1]), the
fact of this lemma can be deduced easily from Lemma 1.1 and the definition of
D(M). 
Now our main result can be state as:
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a 10-dimensional closed oriented smooth manifold with
H1(M;Z) = 0 and no 2-torsions in H2(M;Z). Then M admits a stable almost
complex structure if and only if βw6(M) = 0 and
(1.2) w24(M) · ρ2(x) = ρ2(zx) · w6(M)
holds for every x ∈ D(M).
Remark 1.4. One may find that zx and tx are depending on x but not uniquely de-
termined. However, the equation (1.2) is not depend on the choice of zx because
the following reasons. Note that βw6(M) = 0 implies that there exists an element
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u ∈ H6(M;Z) such that ρ2(u) = w6(M) (by the Bockstein sequence (1.1)). Sup-
pose that there are another z′x and t
′
x which also satisfying that x
2
+ cx = 2z′x + t
′
x.
Then zx−z
′
x must be a torsion class. Hence ρ2(zx−z
′
x)·w6(M) = ρ2((zx−z
′
x)·u) = 0.
Remark 1.5. By the definition ofD(M), we only need to check the equation (1.2)
for the generators of D(M).
Remark 1.6. There do exists Spin 10-manifold N for which βw6(N) , 0 (cf. Di-
aconescu et al. [5]). However, I do not know of an example for which satisfying
that H1(M;Z) = 0 and with no 2-torsions in H2(M;Z) as well.
In particular, it can be deduced easily from Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.2
that
Theorem 1.7. Let M be as in Theorem 1.3. Suppose that there exists a torsion
class t ∈ H6(M;Z) such that ρ2t = w6(M). Then M admits a stable almost
complex structure if and only if
(1.3) w24(M) ∈ Sq
2ρ2H
6(M;Z).
Remark 1.8. Since M is Spinc, under the assumption that βw6(M) = 0, it must
admits a stable almost complex structure η over the 7-skeleton M7 of M (see
Lemma 2.3 below). Denote by o8(η) the obstruction to extending η over M
8.
This obstruction has been studied by Thomas [15, Theorem 1.2]. It lives in
H8(M;Z/2)/Sq2ρ2H
6(M;Z), and can be expressed in terms of a secondary co-
homology operation Ω as (combining [15, Theorem 1.2] with the identities (3.5)
and (3.6) below):
Ω(
c2 − P1(M)
2
) ∈ H8(M;Z/2)/Sq2ρ2H
6(M;Z).
Theorems 1.3 and 1.7 give this secondary operation a representation in terms of
the cohomology and Characteristic classes of M. In particular, Theorem 1.7 tell
us that
Ω(
c2 − P1(M)
2
) = {w24(M)} ∈ H
8(M;Z/2)/Sq2ρ2H
6(M;Z)
if there exists a torsion class t ∈ H6(M;Z) such that ρ2t = w6(M).
we can get the following corollary immediately by the identity (3.4) below.
Corollary 1.9. Let M be as in Theorem 1.3. Suppose that w4(M) = 0. Then M
always admits a stable almost complex structure.
Remark 1.10. This can also regard as a corollary of [15, Theorem 1.6].
For M which has ”nice” cohomology (such as the one of complete intersec-
tions), we have
Corollary 1.11. Let M be as in Theorem 1.3. Assume in addition that H2(M;Z)
is generated by h and ρ2(h
2) , ρ2(tx) for any torsion class tx ∈ H
4(M;Z). Then
M always admits a stable complex structure.
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Remark 1.12. Let N be a 10-manifold with H1(N;Z) = 0 and no 2-torsions in
Hi(N;Z) for i = 2, 3. Assume in addition that H
2(N;Z) is generated by h and
ρ2(h
2) , 0. Then Dessai has proved in [4, Corollary 1.3] that N admits a stable
almost complex structure if and only if w2(N)w
2
4
(N) = 0. In fact, we may see
from identity (3.6) that w2(N)w
2
4(N) is always zero.
In fact, we do more than above in this paper. In section 2, for any real vector
bundle ξ over M, the obstructions for the existence of a stable complex structure
of ξ over M are investigated. In section 3, the necessary and sufficient conditions
for ξ to admits a stable complex structure are determined in Theorem 3.5 by using
the differential Riemann-Roch theorem based on the results of section 2. Then,
as an application, with a carefully analyzing of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of M,
the main result Theorem 1.3 and its Corollary 1.11 are obtained.
2. The Obstructions
In this section, for any real vector bundle over M, the obstructions for the
existing of a stable complex structure of it over M are expressed in terms of the
Spin characteristic classes of certain Spin vector bundle.
Let U (resp. SO) be the stable unitary (resp. special orthogonal) group. For
a CW-complex X, denote by Xq be the q-skeleton of X. Let ξ be a orientable real
vector bundle over X. Suppose that ξ admits a stable complex structure η˜ over Xq.
Then the obstruction oq+1(η˜) to extending η˜ over X
q+1 lives in Hq+1(X, piq(SO/U))
where (cf. Bott [3] or Massey [10, p.560])
piq(SO/U) =

Z, q ≡ 2 mod 4,
Z/2, q ≡ 0, −1 mod 8,
0, otherwise.
It follows from Massey [10, Theorem I] that
Lemma 2.1. o3(η˜) = βw2(ξ), o7(η˜) = βw6(ξ).
Recall that for a Spin vector bundle ζ over X, the Spin characteristic classes
qi(ζ) ∈ H
4i(X;Z) of ζ are defined (cf. Thomas [14]) and they satisfying the
following relations with the Pontrjagin classes pi(ζ) and Stifel-Whitney classes
wi(ζ) (cf. [14, Theorem (1.2)]):
p1(ζ) = 2q1(ζ), ρ2(q1(ζ)) = w4(ζ),(2.1)
p2(ζ) = 2q2(ζ) + q
2
1(ζ), ρ2(q2(ζ)) = w8(ζ).(2.2)
Given two Spin vector bundles ζ1 and ζ2 over X, we have (cf. Thomas [14,
(1.10)])
q1(ζ1 ⊕ ζ2) = q1(ζ1) + q1(ζ2);
q2(ζ1 ⊕ ζ2) = q2(ζ1) + q2(ζ2) + q1(ζ1)q1(ζ2).
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In particular, suppose that ζ1 − ζ2 is stable trivial over X
7, which implies that
q1(ζ1 − ζ2) = 0, then we can get that:
q1(ζ1) = q1(ζ2);
q2(ζ1 − ζ2) = q2(ζ1) − q2(ζ2).(2.3)
Moreover, suppose that η is a stable complex vector bundle over X with c1(η) = 0.
Then rX(η) is Spin and it follows from the identities (2.1) and (2.2) that
q1(rX(η)) = −c2(η), q2(rX(η)) = c4(η).(2.4)
Lemma 2.2. Let ζ be a real vector bundle over X which is stable trivial over X7.
Suppose that q2(ζ) = 0. Then ζ must admits a stable complex structure over X
8.
Proof. Denote by BO the classifying space of the stable orthogonal group, BSpin
the classifying space of the stable Spin group, BO〈k〉 the (k− 1)-connected cover
of BO and pk : BO〈k〉 → BO the map which satisfying that pk∗ : pii(BO〈k〉) →
pii(BO) is isomorphic for i ≥ k. It is known that BSpin = BO〈4〉 and there is a
map p : BO〈8〉 → BSpin such that p4 ◦ p = p8. Denote by γ the universal bundle
over BO.
Let ζ : X → BO be the map such that ζ∗(γ) = ζ. Since ζ is stable trivial over
X7, there must exists a map ζ′ : X → BO〈8〉 such that p8 ◦ ζ
′
= ζ. Let
q2 : BO〈8〉 → K(Z; 8)
be the map corresponding to p∗(q2) ∈ H
8(BO〈8〉;Z) where q2 ∈ H
8(BSpin;Z) is
the second universal Spin characteristic class, K(Z; 8) is the Eilenberg-MacLane
space. Denote by F the fiber of the map q2 and i : F → BO〈8〉 the inclusion of
the fiber. Then it follows easily from the relations (2.2) that F is 6-connected,
pi7(F)  Z/3 and pi8(M) = 0. Therefore, H
8(F;Z/2) = 0. Hence, according to
the obstruction theory as above, i∗p∗
8
(γ) must admits a stable complex structures
over the 8-skeleton F8 of F.
Now q2(ζ) = 0 implies that the map ζ
′ can factor through F via the inclusion
i, and the proof is completed. 
Recall that M is a 10-dimensional closed oriented smooth manifold with
H1(M;Z) = 0 and no 2-torsions in H2(M;Z).
Let ξ be a real vector bundle over M. Then ξ must be orientable ( be-
cause of H1(M;Z) = 0) and we will encounter four obstructions for ξ to admit
a stable complex structure, that is o3(η˜), o7(η˜), o8(η˜) and o9(η˜). Since we have
H9(M;Z/2)  H1(M;Z/2) = 0 and ξ is Spin
c (βw2(ξ) = 0) by Lemma 1.1, we
can get that
Lemma 2.3. The real vector bundle ξ admits a stable complex structure over M7
if and only if βw6(ξ) = 0. Any stable complex structure η˜ of ξ over M
8 can be
extended to one over M.
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Furthermore, note that the only obstruction for an extension of a stable com-
plex vector bundle over M7 to M lives in H9(M;Z), we can get that
Lemma 2.4. Any stable complex vector bundle over M7 can be extended to one
over M.
The main result of this section can be state as:
Theorem 2.5. Let ξ be a real vector bundle over M. Suppose that βw6(ξ) =
0. Then ξ admits a stable complex structure if and only if there exists a stable
complex vector bundle η˜ over M, which satisfying r˜M7(η˜|M7) = ξ˜|M7 , such that
(2.5) w8(rM(η˜)) − w8(ξ˜) ∈ Sq
2ρ2H
6(M;Z).
Remark 2.6. Under the assumption βw6(ξ) = 0, it follows from Lemmas 2.3 and
2.4 that there always exists a complex vector bundle η over M such that η˜ is a
stable complex structure of ξ over M7, i.e. rM7(η˜|M7) = ξ˜|M7 .
Remark 2.7. Note that rM7(η˜|M7) = ξ˜|M7 implies that rM(η˜)− ξ˜ is stable trivial over
M7, hence a stable Spin vector bundle. Therefore, the relations (2.2) implies that
(2.6) w8(rM(η˜)) − w8(ξ˜) = ρ2(q2(rM(η˜) − ξ˜)).
Proof. One direction is trivial. So assume that the condition (2.5) is satisfied. Let
ζ = rM(η˜) − ξ˜. Since ζ is stable trivial over M
7, which implies that q1(ζ) = 0,
there must exists an element v ∈ H8(M;Z) such that q2(ζ) = 3v (cf. Duan [9,
Theorem 1]). Now it follows easily from the condition (2.5) and eqution (2.6)
that there is an element u ∈ H6(M;Z) such that
Sq2ρ2(u) = ρ2(q2(ζ)) = ρ2(v).
Then according to Adams [1], there exists a complex vector bundle γ over M,
trivial over M5, such that c3(γ) = 2u and c4(γ) = q2(ζ). Note that we have
pii(BO) = 0 for i = 6, 7. Therefore, rM(γ) is stable trivial overM
7 and q2(rM(γ)) =
c4(γ) = q2(ζ) by identity (2.4). Hence, ζ − rM(γ) is stable trivial over M
7 and
q2(ζ− rM(γ)) = 0 by identity (2.3) and the proof is completed by Lemma 2.2. 
3. The proof of the main result
For any real vector bundle ξ over M, based on Theorem 2.5, the necessary
and sufficient conditions for ξ to admit a stable complex structure are given in
terms of the characteristic classes of ξ and M by using the differential Riemann-
Roch theorem.
Recall that M is Spinc and we have fixed an element c ∈ H2(M;Z) such that
ρ2c = w2(M). Denote by [M] the fundamental class of M, 〈 · , · 〉 the Kronecker
product and
Aˆ(M) = 1 −
p1(M)
24
+
−4p2(M) + 7p
2
1(M)
5760
the A class of M. The differential Riemann-Roch theorem tell us that (cf. [2])
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Lemma 3.1. For any stable complex vector bundle η˜ over M, the rational number
〈Aˆ(M) · ec/2 · ch(η˜), [M]〉
must be an integer.
Example 3.2. For any x ∈ H2(M;Z), denote by lx the complex line bundle with
c1(lx) = x. For a stable complex vector bundle η˜ ∈ K˜(M), Set lη = lc1(η˜) and
η˜′ = η˜ − l˜η. Then
ch1(η˜
′ − ˜¯η′) = ch2(η˜
′ − ˜¯η′) = ch4(η˜
′ − ˜¯η′) = 0,
ch3(η˜
′ − ˜¯η′) = c3(η˜
′),
where η¯ is the complex conjugation of η. Hence
〈Aˆ(M) · ec/2 · ch(l˜x) · ch(η˜
′ − ˜¯η′), [M]〉 = 〈c3(η˜
′) · (x2 + cx)/2, [M]〉.
is an integer.
Example 3.3. For any stable real vector bundle ξ˜ ∈ K˜O(M) and any d ∈ H2(M;Z)
satisfying ρ2(d) = w2(ξ), set ξ˜
′
= ξ˜ − rM(l˜d). Then ξ˜
′ is a Spin vector bundle.
Since c2i+1(ξ˜
′ ⊗ C) is torsion, it follows from the relations (2.1) and (2.2) that
3 · 〈Aˆ(M) · ec/2 · ch(l˜x) · ch(ξ˜
′ ⊗ C), [M]〉
=〈
x
2
· q1(ξ˜
′) · (q1(ξ˜
′) −
p1(M) − c
2
2
), [M]〉 + 〈q1(ξ˜
′)(x2 + cx)(2x + c)/2,M]〉 − 〈q2(ξ˜
′) · x, [M]〉.
is an integer.
Example 3.4. Let η˜ ∈ K˜(M) (resp. ξ˜ ∈ K˜O(M)) be a stable complex (resp. real)
vector bundle over M. Suppose that ζ = rM(η˜)− ξ˜ is stable trivial over M
7. Then
3 · 〈Aˆ(M) · ec/2 · ch(l˜x) · ch(ζ ⊗ C), [M]〉 = −〈q2(ζ) · x, [M]〉.
is obviously an integer.
For any stable real vector bundle ξ˜ ∈ K˜O(M), and classes x, d ∈ H2(M;Z),
set
Ac,ξ(d, x) = 〈
x
2
·
p1(ξ) − d
2
2
· (
p1(ξ) − d
2
2
−
p1(M) − c
2
2
), [M]〉.
Theorem 3.5. Let M be as in Theorem 1.3, ξ be a real vector bundle over M.
Suppose that βw6(ξ) = 0. Then ξ admits a stable complex structure if and only if
there exists a class d ∈ H2(M;Z) satisfying ρ2(d) = w2(ξ) such that
(3.1) Ac,ξ(d, x) ≡ (w8(ξ) + w2(ξ)Sq
2(w4(ξ))) · ρ2(x) + Sq
2(ρ2zx)w4(ξ) mod 2
holds for every x ∈ D(M).
Remark 3.6. Note that if ρ2(d) = w2(ξ), we have q1(ξ−rM(ld)) = (p1(ξ)−d
2)/2. It
follows from Example 3.3 that the rational number Ac,ξ,(d, x) is integral whence
x ∈ D(M), so it make sense to take congruent classes modulo 2.
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Remark 3.7. One may find that zx and tx are depending on x but not uniquely
determined. Suppose that there are another z′x and t
′
x which satisfying that x
2
+
cx = 2z′x + t
′
x. Then t = zx − z
′
x must be a torsion class. Since w2(M), w2(ξ),
w4(ξ) and w6(ξ) are all the mod 2 reduction of some integral classes, it follows
that w4(ξ)Sq
2ρ2(t) = ρ2t(w2(M)w4(ξ) + Sq
2w4(ξ)) = 0. This means that the
congruence (3.1) is not depend on the choice of zx.
Proof. Set ζ = rM(η˜) − ξ˜. Then it follows from the facts of Lemmas 1.2, Remark
2.7 and Example 3.4 that
w8(rM(η˜)) − w8(ξ˜) ∈ Sq
2ρ2H
6(M;Z)
⇐⇒ ρ2(x) · [w8(rM(η˜)) − w8(ξ˜)] = 0 holds for every x ∈ D(M)
⇐⇒ x · q2(ζ) ≡ 0 (mod 2) holds for every x ∈ D(M)
⇐⇒ 3 · 〈Aˆ(M) · ec/2 · ch(l˜x) · ch(ζ ⊗ C), [M]〉 ≡ 0 (mod 2) holds for every x ∈ D(M)
Set η˜′ = η˜ − l˜η and ξ˜
′
= ξ˜ − rM(l˜η). Then ξ˜
′ is a Spin vector bundle and we have:
c3(η˜
′) = c3(η˜) − c1(η˜)c2(η˜)
w2i(ξ˜) = ρ2(ci(η˜)) for i ≤ 3
w4(ξ˜
′) = w4(ξ˜) = ρ2(q1(ξ˜
′))
w8(ξ˜
′) = w8(ξ˜) + w2(ξ˜)w6(ξ˜) + w
2
2(ξ˜)w4(ξ˜) = ρ2(q2(ξ˜
′))
Sq2(w4(ξ˜)) = w2(ξ˜)w4(ξ˜) + w6(ξ˜)
Since ζ ⊗ C = η˜′ − ˜¯η′ − ξ˜′ ⊗ C + 2 ˜¯η′ and note that we have
w2(M)w4(ξ˜)ρ2zx = zxSq
2w4(ξ˜) + w4(ξ˜)Sq
2ρ2zx,
it follows from Lemma 3.1, Examples 3.2, 3.3 and the definition ofD(M) that
w8(rM(η˜)) − w8(ξ˜) ∈ Sq
2ρ2H
6(M;Z)
if and only if
Ac,ξ(c1(η˜), x) ≡ (w8(ξ) + w2(ξ)Sq
2(w4(ξ))) · ρ2(x) + Sq
2(ρ2zx)w4(ξ) mod2
holds for every x ∈ D(M).
Note that for any d ∈ H2(M;Z) satisfying ρ2d = w2(ξ˜), there always exists
η˜ ∈ K˜(M) such that c1(η˜) = d and r˜M7 i
∗
u(η˜) = i
∗
o(ξ˜) (cf. Heaps [8, Lemma 2.1]).
The proof is completed by using Theorem 2.5. 
In order to prove the Theorem 1.3, we need the following facts:
Denote by Vi ∈ H
i(M;Z/2) the Wu-class of M. Then it satisfies that (cf.
[12, p. 132])
(3.2) wk(M) = Σ
k
i=0Sq
iVk−i.
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Since M is orientable and Spinc, we can get that
V2 = w2(M),
V4 = w4(M) + w
2
2(M),(3.3)
and Vi = 0 for i , 2, 4. Therefore, it follows from the identity (3.2) that
w6(M) = Sq
2V4 = Sq
2w4(M),(3.4)
w8(M) = Sq
4V4 = V
2
4 = w
2
4(M) + w
4
2(M),(3.5)
Furthermore, since we also have Sq2w4(M) = w2(M)w4(M) + w6(M) (cf. [12,
Problem 8-A]), it follows that
w2(M)w4(M) = 0,(3.6)
w2(M)w6(M) = 0.(3.7)
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that x ∈ D(M). Then for any a, b ∈ H2(M;Z), we must
have ρ2(xa
2b2) = 0. In particular, ρ2(xa
4) = 0.
Proof. Note that we have ρ2(a
2b2) = Sq2(ρ2(ab
2)). Then the facts of this lemma
follows directly from Lemma 1.2. 
Lemma 3.9. Denote by τ the tangent bundle of M. Then for any x ∈ D(M) and
d ∈ H2(M;Z) satisfying ρ2(d) = w2(M), we must have Ac,τ(d, x) ≡ 0 mod 2.
Proof. Suppose that d − c = 2a. Note that we have ρ2(
p1(M)−d
2
2
) = w4(M). Then
ρ2(Ac,τ(d, x)) = ρ2(xa)w2(M)w4(M) + ρ2(xa
2)w4(M)
= ρ2(xa
2)w4(M) by the identity (3.6)
= Sq4(ρ2(xa
2)) + w22(M)ρ2(xa
2) by the identities (3.2) and (3.3)
= ρ2(xa
4) + ρ2(xc
2a2) by the Cartan formula
= 0 by Lemma 3.8

Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.11 .
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Note that we have Sq2(ρ2zx)w4(M) = ρ2zxSq
2w4(M) +
zxw2(M)w4(M). The statement of Theorem 1.3 can be deduced easily from Lem-
mas 3.8 and 3.9, identities (3.4),(3.5) and (3.7). 
Proof of Corollary 1.11. IfM is spin,D(M) generated by 2h. Hence the equation
(1.2) is always satisfied.
If M is not spin, D(M) generated by h and ρ2(h) = w2(M). Therefore, we
only need to check the equation (1.2) is true for x = h. Note that we have zh = h
2.
It follows from the identity (3.6) that:
w24(M)ρ2(h) = w2(M)w
2
4(M) = 0,
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and
Sq2(zh)w4(M) = Sq
2(h2)w4(M) = 0.
Hence the equation (1.2) is always true.
These complete the proof. 
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